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DESCRIPTION 

The volumes of data being collected by earth and environmetal communities in Australia are growing exponentially and 

large scale data repositories are emerging to cope. Concomitantly, major investments have been made in research cloud 

infrastructures and petascale systems by both the Australian Government (via the NCRIS and Super Science funding 

tranches) and also a number of major institutions. For researchers, these most recent computational resources provide a 

new capability to analyse even larger data sets to much higher resolution and at greater speed than previously considered 

possible.  Consequently, these new computing resources are creating new demands on the data suppliers to make their 

data sets and applications more standardised, so that they are more accessible to, and useable for data intensive analysis. 

The target audience for this BoF is spatial data producers and service providers for the earth and environmental sciences 

who are building high capacity spatial data infrastructures to enable national scale, integrated analysis of critical data sets 

within high performance data and computing environments. The target audience is also the user communities in these 

environments to ensure developments are in harmony with their requirements. 

OUTLINE 

The BoF will be providing a summary of a workshop to be held just prior to eResearch Australasia 2011. The format is to 

present a series of short presentations from this workshop by a representative of each of the 3 main communities (data 

producers/collectors, service providers, and user communities). There will be a moderated discussion panel of the 

speakers at the end to take questions from the audience. The intent of the BoF is to seek feedback from a wider audience 

on existing knowledge and to determine gaps and needs in software services to bring focus on what are the critical issues 

for building the next generation of services and infrastructure for data clouds and petascale computing. 

EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Spatial information and data service providers are building software service stacks and computing infrastructure for 

specific community HPC use cases and for requirements such as data staging for analysis, visualization, and modelling, 

aggregation services, server-side processing, web processing services, and virtual laboratories. The intent of the BoF is to 

bring together leading spatial information service providers and data producers from a variety of communities to 

disseminate knowledge about current service architectures, and discuss desired service and data interoperability and 

features within high performance data and computing environments and to seek feedback from the user community. 

Representatives from data producers/collectors will discuss their data product formats and services, and interoperability 

with service providers and users communities. The representatives will range from collectors of large volume remotely 

sensed data sets to collectors of small scale data sets that store precise measurements of real world phenomena. Of further 

interest is to identify data production and services that could not be accommodated and why. 

Representatives from the service providers will discuss their business drivers and community use cases, software stack 

design, and ICT infrastructure that influenced the design of the software services and requirements for data producers or 

other service providers. Of further interest is the need to identify use cases that could be not accommodated by the 

software services, data producers, or service providers, and why. 

Representatives from the user community will present use cases for accessing data products and services from either 

service providers or directly from data producers/collectors. Of interest is the user’s current assessment of services and 

products, and future needs for services and products. 

ABOUT THE SPEAKERS 

Tim F. Pugh is member of Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research (CAWCR), a partnership between 

CSIRO and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. Tim is a scientific programmer specializing in computational fluid 

dynamics, parallel computing and application development, and internet-based information technology and data services. 
Ben Evans is the Head of the ANU Supercomputer Facility at the Australian National University.  He leads projects in 

HPC and Data-Intensive analysis, working with the partners of NCI and the research sector.  

Lesley Wyborn is a Senior Geoscience Advisor at Geoscience Australia and is a member of the Australian Academy of 

Science National Data in Science Committee, and the Executive Committee of the Earth and Space Science Informatics 

Focus Group of the American Geophysical Union.  
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